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“I want you to know that
we are highly satisfied
with the result of the
mediation, with your
extraordinary
performance and
ability to quickly
identify the sticking
points and key
individuals who would
be able to help
reconcile the stark
differences between
the parties. Above all
else, I appreciate your
outstanding tenacity
during the most critical
moments of the
mediation, in which it
appeared that
everything we had
achieved thus far
would come crashing
down. The agreement
achieved at mediation,
thanks to your
intervention, is
significant and relevant
far beyond the
immediate economic
implications, especially
when considering my
client’s skepticism
regarding the
seriousness, good
faith, and honest

Cristina PereyraAlvarez (Retired Judge 11th Judicial Circuit)

Cristina PereyraAlvarez, retired Judge 11th Judicial Circuit, joins the JAMS panel after an
exemplary career as a lawyer, judge, and legal journalist.  Mrs. PereyraAlvarez's extensive
knowledge of the law and rich cultural background positions her to serve as an effective and
informed mediator and arbitrator. Born in Tampa, Florida, Mrs. PereyraAlvarez grew up in
Mexico where she earned her first law degree from Universidad Anahuac in Mexico City. Upon
returning to the United States, she earned a second law degree from the University of Miami
School of Law.  After a distinguished career as an assistant public defender in the 11th Judicial
Circuit, Mrs. PereyraAlvarez became a MiamiDade County Court Judge in the 11th Judicial
Circuit.  In 2005, she was appointed as a Circuit Court Judge by former Governor Jeb Bush.

In 2007, Mrs. PereyraAlvarez  retired from the bench to preside on the first national Spanish
language court reality program “Veredicto Final” (Final Verdict).  In 2011, she became
Univision’s inhouse legal correspondent. Mrs. PereyraAlvarez is fluent in Spanish. Download
her biography in Spanish.

ADR Experience and Qualifications

While on the bench, Mrs. PereyraAlvarez presided over a wide range of cases covering a
variety of practice areas including: banking, business/commercial, civil rights, class action/mass
tort, construction, education/schools, employment, family law, healthcare, insurance, personal
injury/torts, and real property. She successfully assisted parties in reaching a resolution that
officially disposed of a number of cases and eliminated the need for trial. The cases including
numerous complex matters that raised the following issues:

Business/Commercial: Breach of contract and indebtedness, civil forfeitures, commercial
foreclosures, corporate and business governance, declaratory judgments, discovery
disputes, fraud, indemnification and contribution, injunctive relief, partnerships/joint
ventures, premises liability, replevin, shareholder disputes, trade names, unfair/deceptive
business practices
Employment: Breach of employment contracts, class actions, defamation, discrimination
(including race, gender, age, disability, religion, national origin, or sexual orientation),
employee benefits and executive compensation, employment contract disputes,
employment counseling, employmentrelated torts, ERISA litigation, Fair Labor Standards
Act, international labor and employment, noncompete agreements, retaliation, sexual
harassment, wage and hour claims (including class actions), whistleblower, and wrongful
termination
Entertainment: First Amendment including defamation (libel and slander), personality
rights and privacy rights, production, postproduction, trade union issues, cases involving
Screen Actors Guild (SAG), talent agreements, producer agreements, and synchronization
rights. Music industry negotiation and general intellectual property issues. Sports law
including labor, antitrust, contracts, drug testing, and torts (issues including defamation and
privacy rights). TV & radio including broadcast licensing and regulatory issues, mechanical
licenses
Family Law: Alimony, spousal and child support, marriage and domestic partner
dissolution, relocation, validity of preor postnuptial agreements, capacity issues, child
custody, visitation and parenting coordination, characterization of property, attorneys’ fees
and costs, annulment, division of property, assets and benefits, business valuations,
marital settlement agreements, breach of fiduciary duty claims, valuation and disposition of
familyowned businesses
Insurance: Firstparty claims, insurance coverage, employment, construction, resolution,
coverage disputes, healthcare coverage, auto, homeowners, health, disability,
environmental and toxic tort claims, construction defects, personal injury, personal injury
protection (PIP)
Personal Injury/Torts: Wrongful death actions, Fabre issues, libel/slander, aviation, motor
vehicle and water craft negligence, negligent security, medical malpractice, premises
liability, product liability, punitive damages, sexual abuse, slip and fall, treble damages,
change of venue
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disposition of the
opposing party.”           
Partner at Mexico City
domestic law firm

"We mediated a highly
contested, most difficult
case to settle and
found Judge Pereyra
Alvarez to be highly
effective, professional
and tenacious.  She
resolved the case
favorably, against all
odds.  We highly
recommend to all the
lawyers in our Firm to
consider using Judge
PereyraAlvarez and
JAMS (Miami)
whenever
practicable."                 
Managing Director
Large Florida Based
Law Firm

Real Property: Residential and commercial claims, leases, purchases and sales,
commercial and residential mortgage foreclosures, commission claims, condemnation,
condominium, deposit returns, homeowner associations, landlordtenant disputes, land
use

Honors, Memberships, and Professional Activities
Joint Voluntary Bar Associations Appreciation Award, 1998
Florida Association for Women Lawyers Distinguished Service Award, 1994
Board of Directors, United Way, Miami Chapter, 2014
Member, Eleventh Judicial Circuit Speaker Bureau, 20042009
Member, Florida Supreme Court's Strategic Planning Committee on Long Range Planning
for the State Court System and Task Force on Judicial Branch Planning, 20042007
Member, Conference of Circuit Court Judges, 20052007
Chair, Florida Supreme Court Interpreter Certification Board, 2007
Guest speaker, "Ethics of Judicial Elections in the Context of Regulation, Free Speech,
Impartiality and Independence: Point and Counterpoint," ABA Convention, 2007
At the request of the U.S. State Department to prepare and deliver the materials for a series
of lectures and assist Guatemalan Judiciary in Guatemala City with launching first
appearance hearings in criminal cases, 2006
Member, Conference of County Court Judges, 19992005

ViceChair, Small Claims Committee
Member, Education Committee
Member, Conference Committee
Member, Civil Rules Committee

Faculty, College of Advanced Judicial Studies, 20052009
Faculty, Conference of County Court Judges, 2005
Faculty, DUI Adjudication Lab, 20022005
Panelist, FACDL yearly informal discussion between members of the Judiciary and
members of Miami Chapter of FACDL, 20022005
Member, Judicial Council Ad Hoc Work Group on Privacy and Access to the Courts, 2003
Member, Court Technology Advisory Committee, 2003
Representative of the Judicial Management Council at the Conference of the National
Consortium of Task Forces and Commissions on Racial and Ethnic Bias in the Courts,
2003
Director, Florida Association for Women Lawyers, 19941996
Director, CubanAmerican Bar Association, 19931998 (Treasurer 1996)

Background and Education
InHouse Legal Correspondent, Univision, 2011
Presided on the first national Spanish language courtroom reality program “Veredicto
Final” (Final Verdict), 2007
Nominated by the Third District Court of Appeal Nominating Commission for the position of
Third District Court of Appeal Judge, September 2004 & April 2007
Judge, MiamiDade Circuit Court, 20052007
Judge, MiamiDade County Court, 11th Judicial Circuit, 19992004
Assistant Public Defender in the 11th Judicial Circuit, 19891998
Law Clerk for Judge Mario Goderich, 1988
J.D., University of Miami School of Law, 1988
J.D., Universidad Anahuac, Mexico City, 1984



John Arrastia, Partner, Genovese, Joblove & Battista, focuses his practice on domestic and
international litigation, arbitrations, and appeals, with a focus on business, commercial, and
insurance disputes.

Prior to joining the firm, Arrastia established Arrastia Capote Partners, LLP and was also an
attorney and partner with large national and regional law firms. He has represented various
Fortune 500 companies and insurers, as well as smaller publicly-traded companies, privately-
held businesses, and individuals in a variety of disputes at all stages of litigation, pre-litigation,
and appeals. Arrastia has been the lead attorney in jury and bench trials, appeals, arbitrations,
and dispositive motions in state and federal jurisdictions.

Arrastia is also an experienced arbitrator, representing clients before arbitration panels and
tribunals. He is a member of the Panel of Arbitrators of the American Arbitration Association
and as an associate of the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators. As an arbitrator, he has presided
over cases involving a wide variety of issues including contracts, fraud, banking, real estate,
personal services contracts, consulting agreements, and other business relationships. As an
advocate, he has represented clients before arbitration panels on claims arising from diverse
issues including real estate transactions, business dissolutions, fraud, and contracts. Additionally,
Arrastia has also served as a court-appointed fiduciary as a receiver in both state and federal
courts.

Arrastia is rated "AV Preeminent" by Martindale Hubbell and named as a Trial Lawyer
Honorary Fellow of the Litigation Counsel of America. He has been recognized as a "Top
Lawyer" by South Florida Legal Guide, "Legal Elite" by Florida Trend, "Top Lawyers in
Florida" by Legal Leaders, and "America's Most Honored Professionals, Top 5%". Arrastia is
actively involved in the Hispanic National Bar Association,Cuban American Bar
Association, Dade County Bar Association, Defense Research Institute, American Bar
Association, and Leadership Council for Legal Diversity.

Arrastia is a frequent speaker and lecturer on arbitration, litigation and diversity topics and has
authored numerous articles including, "Why Trial Lawyers Should Love Arbitration, Conflict
Management, Alternative Dispute Resolution, Section of Litigation Alternative Dispute
Resolution Committee," Spring 2011, Vol. 15, No. 1, originally published in Minority Trial
Lawyer, Fall 2010, Summer 2010, Vol. 8, No. 4.; "Discovery in Arbitration: Subpoenas,
Documents, and Depositions", Commercial & Business Litigation, Vol. 12 No. 4, Winter (2011);
and "Arbitration? Litigation?: Control Over the Process v. Process Controls You" J. Arrastia, Jr.
and C. Underwood, Part I Dispute Resolution Journal (Winter 2010); "The Nitty-Gritty of
Starting your Own Law Firm" Minority Trial Lawyer, Summer 2009, Vol. 7, No. 4; "The Nitty-
Gritty of Starting your Own Law Firm" Minority Trial Lawyer, Summer 2009, Vol. 7, No. 4;
"U.S. Supreme Court Defines Approach to be Used in Determining Excessiveness of Criminal
Forfeiture", 2 Journal of Money Laundering Control 4, (Spring 1999); and "Money Laundering -
- A U.S. Perspective", Money Laundering Control, T.M. Ashe QC & B.A.K. Rider, Eds. (1996).

Arrastia is a member of The Florida Bar and admitted to practice before the U.S. District Courts
for the Southern, Middle and Northern Districts of Florida. He earned his Master of Laws, (2:1)



from Cambridge University in 1996, his juris doctor from the University of Florida College of
Law in 1995 and his bachelor of arts from the University of Notre Dame in1986.



Nicole Levy
Executive Director-Senior Legal Counsel
AT&T/DIRECTV-Latin America

Nicole Levy, Executive Director-Senior Legal Counsel, is responsible for providing legal support to
DIRECTV-Latin America’s operations in Argentina, Chile and Uruguay.

Before taking her current position, Mrs. Levy formed part of AT&T’s Southeast Labor & Employment group
in Atlanta, Georgia, handling all aspects of employment litigation, defending the Company in labor
arbitration hearings, and providing advice and counsel to internal clients.

Prior to moving to Atlanta, Mrs. Levy served as legal advisor to AT&T’s External & Legislative Affairs group
for Florida, Puerto Rico and the USVI, out of the company’s Miami office.   She was responsible for advising
the Company on regulatory and legislative matters, as well as public affairs.

Before joining AT&T, Mrs. Levy was an associate with Carey Rodriguez Milian Gonya, LLP in Miami,
specializing in complex commercial litigation and international arbitration.  She also served as law clerk to
Hon. Judge Jay García-Gregory, US District Court for the District of Puerto Rico. Prior to attending law
school, Mrs. Levy was a consultant with Navigant Consulting in New York City.

Mrs. Levy attended Princeton University, where she received an A.B. in Economics, and certificates in Latin
American Studies and Italian Language & Culture.  She is a magna cum laude graduate of the University of
Puerto Rico Law School.

Mrs. Levy is licensed in Georgia, Florida and Puerto Rico.



Steve Skulnik's law practice focused on litigation and arbitration matters. He previously was counsel at
Squire Patton Boggs (US) LLP and a partner at Pavia & Harcourt LLP. He was named a Super Lawyer for
Alternative Dispute Resolution.

He is a member of the Panels of Arbitrators of the American Arbitration Association (AAA), International
Institute for Conflict Prevention and Resolution Panel of Distinguished Neutrals (CPR), the U.S. Council of
International Business (USCIB) for the ICC International Court of Arbitration (ICC), The NY Chapter of the
National Academy of Distinguished Neutrals (NADN) and Federal Arbitration (FedArb), the mediation
panel of the AAA (mediation.org) and a court-appointed mediator for the Commercial Division of the
Supreme Court of the State of New York and the United States District Court for the Southern District of
New York.

Mr. Skulnik is a Senior Arbitration Editor at Practical Law (Thomson Reuters).
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Gloria M. Portela
Senior Counsel
Houston 

Direct: (713) 225-2341

Fax: (713) 225-2340

Biography

Ms. Portela is Senior Counsel in the Houston office specializing in the mediation of employment

cases, especially complex class actions, wage and hour cases and ERISA litigation. Her

practice also includes mediating intellectual property and commercial cases.  She is the

founding partner of the office, and formerly served as its managing partner.

Ms. Portela is a director of St. Luke’s Health System; the Association of Attorney Mediators; and
Houston Grand Opera.  She also serves on the Community Foundation Council of the Greater

Houston Community Foundation and on the Governing Council of Rice University’s Shepherd
School of Music.  She is a past Governor of the College of Labor and Employment Lawyers,

where she was elected a founding fellow in 1996.

From 2002-2010, she was a director of Browne & Co., Inc. (BNE-NYSE - the oldest company

then listed on the NYSE) where she served on the Compensation and Management Committee;

the Finance Committee, and the CEO Search Committee. 

Ms. Portela has lectured and published numerous articles including “Let’s Make A Deal”  Texas
Lawyer, (1997) and “Mediating Employment Disputes,” Just Resolutions (1999).  She also co
authored the chapter “Employment and Labor Disputes” in the book Alternative Dispute
Resolution: The Litigator’s Handbook, published by the American Bar Association’s Litigation
Section.

A native of Havana, Cuba, Ms. Portela came to the United States in 1961 and is completely

bilingual in Spanish and English.

Her past government service includes: the Illinois Advisory Committee to the U.S. Civil Rights

Commission (1993 to 1995); the Commission on Workforce Quality and Labor Market Efficiency

(1988 to 1990); the Texas Advisory Committee to the U.S. Civil Rights Commission (1984 to

1986); and the Civil Rights Reviewing Authority of the U.S. Department of Health and Human

Services (1981 to 1983).

Education

J.D., Northwestern University School of Law (1976)

Doctorate in Humanities, Honoris Causa, University of St. Thomas (2009)

B.A., Loyola University, Chicago (1973) 
magna cum laude

Practices & Sectors

Labor &
Employment

Workplace
Counseling &
Solutions

Employment Law
Training

"Seyfarth Shaw" refers to Seyfarth Shaw LLP (an Illinois limited liability partnership). © 2016 Seyfarth Shaw LLP. All rights reserved. Prior results do not guarantee a
similar outcome.
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Admissions

Texas

Illinois

Affiliations

College of Labor & Employment Lawyers

Association of Attorney Mediators

American Bar Association

State Bar of Texas

Houston Bar Association

Representative Engagements

Veprinsky v. Flour Daniel, (N.D. Ill. 1995) defense verdict in national origin discharge
case Villalobos v. Petroleos Mexicanos (Harris Cty. Dist. Ct., Texas 1990) (directed
verdict for defense in wrongful discharge case involving breach of implied contract and tort
claims)

Peterson v. Fort Howard Corp. (N.D. Ill. 1989) (defense verdict in race discrimination
discharge case) 

Villalobos v. Petroleos Mexicanos and Texas Employment Commission (Harris Cty. Dist.
Ct., Texas 1988) (defense verdict on behalf of foreign employer under Foreign Sovereign
Immunities Act)

Abbs v. Rier Ins., Inc. (S.D. Tex. 1984) (defense jury verdict in Section 1981 race
discrimination case)

Vallone v. Agip Petroleum Company, 705 S.W. 2d 757 (Tex. App. Hous. 1st Dist. 1986),
writ ref’d n.r.e. (1986); Weber v. M.W. Kellogg, 720 S.W. 2d 124 (Tex. App. Hous. 1st
Dist. 1986), writ ref’d n.r.e. (1987); Benoit v. Polysar Gulf Coast, Inc., 720 S.W. 2d 403
(Tex. App. Hous. 9th Dist. 1987), writ ref’d n.r.e. (1987) (trio of separate, frequently cited
wrongful discharge cases in which appellate courts affirmed summary judgment to the
employers in each instance, with the Texas Supreme Court refusing review in each case
n.r.e. (no reversible error))

Leandre v. Marriott Corp. (U.S.C.A. 7th Circuit, 1994) summary judgment affirmed for
employer in age, race and national origin case

Six v. Terra Resources (S.D. Tex. 1988) (summary judgment for employer in age
discrimination case)

Meiresonne, et al. v. Marriott Corp. (N.D. Ill. 1987) (class action) (lead counsel for
defendant in one of first reported glass-ceiling case)

"Seyfarth Shaw" refers to Seyfarth Shaw LLP (an Illinois limited liability partnership). © 2016 Seyfarth Shaw LLP. All rights reserved. Prior results do not guarantee a
similar outcome.
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Mediation As An International Arbitration Tool 

Law360, New York (June 8, 2015, 10:27 AM ET) --  

Can mediation work as an alternative dispute resolution tool in 
international arbitration disputes? Imagine a case with five parties 
from four countries, with documents written in six languages and the 
law controlling the case is from two countries and is written in three 
languages. Obviously, these logistics create issues unto themselves 
before you get to the facts and the law of the case. The fact situation 
was real, and it created an arbitration that was intellectually 
challenging and legally complex. 
 
Sometimes the parties and their attorneys are reluctant to engage in 
mediation because they do not understand mediation practice. This 
reluctance can be based on several prejudices and misconceptions; 
however, many cultures use some form of mediation based upon 
tradition and experience. Tribal cultures are more open to mediation 
than some that have more legalized systems of law. They possess 
more awareness of the process and practical skills used in mediation 
to obtain the desired resolution of a conflict. Developed civil law 
systems may be less receptive to the process, but it is used with great 
success in Africa, the Middle East and Asia where varying forms of mediation have been practiced for 
centuries. 
 
Sometimes parties are reluctant to spend the money necessary for a multiday mediation and to pay the 
fees for their attorneys and a mediator to prepare for and attend the session. Yet the cost of a mediated 
settlement pales in comparison with the cost of a full-blown international arbitration. Many attorneys, 
especially those with limited experience with the process, are reluctant to relinquish control of their 
client and the process to a third party for various reasons. The potential resolution of a case with large 
fees involved may not appeal to some clients, but sophisticated global corporations see the process as a 
way to save money, to arrive at business solutions to disputes, and to continue to do business with the 
opposing party. 
 
The logistics of an international mediation, like an arbitration, may be both time-consuming and 
expensive. The parties must agree upon the location, the language(s), the use of interpreters, when 
necessary, the agreed-upon version of the documents and the session dates which are dependent upon 
the schedules of incredibly busy international business leaders and political figures. However, these 
logistical issues are easily solved when the parties and their respective attorneys desire resolution of the 
dispute. 
 
When all the issues surrounding the preparation to mediate have been resolved, the parties must then 
agree on what their goals are for the process. Do they wish to limit the issues to be resolved? Will they 

 

Hugh Hackney 



assure the presence of the key players at the negotiating table with authority to settle and a clear 
understanding of the process? 
 
It is recommended that the parties and their attorneys meet with the mediator in person, if possible, to 
discuss the case, their goals and any important facts necessary for the mediator to understand all of the 
underlying issues as well as those being openly discussed. It is essential for the parties to understand the 
confidential nature of the process, to be candid and to trust the mediator and the process. Hopefully, 
trust was a key element to the selection of the mediator along with the competence of the individual. 
Also, the parties need to allow adequate time for the process to evolve. The international aspect of the 
dispute makes it necessary to anticipate that more time needs to be allotted for resolution to occur. At 
least three days are generally necessary for a complex international matter to be resolved. 
 
Timing is an important but often overlooked aspect of the process. The fact that the agreement in 
dispute may call for mediation or conciliation before the parties are allowed to arbitrate does not 
necessarily dictate a rush to sit down. It is possible to proceed along parallel tracks toward resolution if 
the parties agree. Many times, mediation will resolve several of the underlying or collateral issues and 
thus narrow the scope of the arbitration. Once it appears mediation has failed, the real question is: 
“When is never really never?” Often, one or more of the parties will want to reconvene after they have 
tested the resolve of their opponent(s). When that event occurs, it may be much easier for the mediator 
to reopen the door to a resumed mediation than for either party to raise the proposal. 
 
Enforcement is always a topic for discussion in a mediated settlement agreement. The question of 
where to enforce an award or a mediated settlement agreement, should a party renege on its 
agreement, is always present. The presence of binding treaties and how to enforce the agreement 
require consideration. The use of business leverage and political leverage also deserve analysis as part of 
the process. Political leverage can be a very tricky proposition to use and to define. Local and national 
politics can create last minute changes in bargaining positions along national cultures and unexpected 
events, including natural catastrophes. Political risk can change dramatically in our present, unstable 
world. However, when flexibility and patience are shown by all parties, their attorneys and the 
mediator, last minute developments need not derail the settlement of a case 
 
Finally, the best friend of a good mediation and ultimate resolution is total confidentiality, which is often 
missing in international mediations either because of the rules governing the process or because of the 
skills of the selected mediator. It is impossible to overstate the importance and necessity of the 
confidentiality of the process. Success rates rise dramatically where it is part of the process. While many 
impediments to the mediation of international arbitration disputes may exist, it is still the best way to 
resolve differences economically and efficiently. After two weeks of hearings and four days of 
mediation, the case discussed above settled with a business resolution that worked for the parties. 
 
—By Hugh Hackney, JAMS 
 
Hugh Hackney is a neutral with JAMS in Dallas. 
 
The opinions expressed are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the views of the firm, its 
clients, or Portfolio Media Inc., or any of its or their respective affiliates. This article is for general 
information purposes and is not intended to be and should not be taken as legal advice. 

All Content © 2003-2015, Portfolio Media, Inc. 
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We Need More Diversity In Mediation 

Law360, New York (March 15, 2013, 12:22 PM ET) -- Imagine two parties 
locked in a bitter and acrimonious dispute that has gone through six years of 
hotly contested litigation. Claims of contract and fiduciary breach, unjust 
enrichment, waste and fraud have been hurled back and forth. At issue are 
the ownership and control of at least a dozen New York commercial and 
residential properties valued in the tens of millions of dollars. There have 
been multiple appearances, depositions, motions, referrals to referees for 
hearings and the prospect of more of the same, both scheduled and 
unscheduled, ad infinitum. 
 
The litigants in this case were associated for nearly 40 years and had built up 

this large real estate enterprise from scratch. Unfortunately, they had a major and seemingly irreparable 
falling-out. They were now perfectly willing to do legal battle until the last man was left standing. One of 
the litigants was a Latino immigrant, who felt deeply wronged by his former partner. While he was 
somewhat fluent in English, he often drifted into Spanish when he fumed with his attorney who was 
minimally conversant in that language. They were no closer to resolving this case than they had been at 
its commencement. 
 
It is an axiom of mediation that emotional forces can disrupt communication and produce 
nonproductive, if not outright irrational, decision-making. Apparently, that was what was happening in 
this case. Although the broad outlines of the settlement should have been apparent to both sides for a 
long time, what was missing was the ability of a mediator to get beyond the parties’ and, in particular, 
the Latino litigant’s huge emotional investment. Luckily, this case recently settled with the assistance of 
a mediator who was Latino and fluent in Spanish. 
 
What altered the negotiations was that the mediator almost always spoke in Spanish with this litigant 
and always listened very carefully to what he said and to what he did not say. Indeed, it has been said in 
the mediation context that “people can’t really listen until they’ve been heard.” It took conversing with 
this litigant in his primary language, hearing and empathizing with his struggle to come to America, 
settle here and build this enterprise — and not merely poring over contracts, ledgers, mortgages and 
deeds — to allow him to feel that he “had been heard.” 
 
At first small talk and then more in depth conversations about extraneous matters such as family, 
politics, holidays, even Latin cuisine, became critical in gaining the trust necessary for this tough 
businessman to see the mediator as a truly neutral deal broker who could help resolve this litigation, 
which involved his life’s work and had completely consumed him. The cultural connection between the 
mediator and the litigant positively affected the litigant’s confidence that his views were being 
understood and respected, and this allowed him to eventually agree to a compromise with his former 
business partner. This settlement, however, would be a rarity in today’s world of alternative dispute 
resolution because of the scarcity of Latino ADR practitioners in the United States. 
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Familiarity with cultural nuances, fluency in a language and diverse life experiences can be tremendously 
beneficial in the resolution of a dispute. A mediator or arbitrator who has these qualities may be much 
better suited to facilitate the disposition of a case precisely because so much of what drives litigation 
has to do with hidden agendas and personal idiosyncrasies that a culturally attuned ADR practitioner 
would be in a much better position to identify, comprehend and address. It has been said that “ [a] 
mediator’s ability to navigate the cultural differences across disputing parties is paramount for success 
of dispute resolution … cultural competence is an essential skill in a mediator’s tool-kit … . Cultural 
competence is a central skill a mediator must master.” 
 
Unfortunately, even as the United States becomes more and more diverse, there is a dearth of 
professional mediators from minority backgrounds. 
 
Anecdotally, the evidence is very strong that among the thousands of mediators and arbitrators selected 
to resolve disputes every year, it is rare that a minority ADR practitioner is chosen. 
 
Corporations, on the other hand, have long recognized the benefits of diversity in the workplace. Justice 
Sandra Day O’Connor noted the same when she cited General Motors' amicus brief in her majority 
opinion in Grutter v. Bollinger for the proposition that, “(T)hese benefits are not theoretical but real, as 
major American businesses have made clear that the skills needed in today’s marketplace can only be 
developed through exposure to widely diverse people, cultural ideas and viewpoints.” 
 
Indeed, a recent report by Forbes Insights based on a survey of 321 executives of large global 
enterprises with annual revenue of more than $500 million dollars found, among other things, that, 
“Diversity is a key driver of innovation and is a critical component of being successful on a global scale.” 
Notably, corporate law departments have significantly outpaced major law firms in the area of diversity. 
The rate of lawyers of color becoming general counsel is significantly greater than that of minority 
attorneys achieving partnership in major law firms. 
 
Ironically, although large corporations have seen the value in diversifying their workforces, management 
and law departments, when these same corporations are considering or actually engage in litigation, 
their selection of diverse neutrals to mediate these disputes is often hampered by the lack of minority 
ADR practitioners. Like the lack of women ADR practitioners, this phenomenon is mainly attributable to 
what has been called both “supply side and demand side obstacles.” 
 
In the United States, most ADR practitioners come from the ranks of the judiciary or the senior levels of 
law firm practices. Since minorities are underrepresented in both of these forums, a supply-side or 
“pipeline” problem exists for the development of minority neutrals. Indeed, the diversity picture at New 
York City law firms, for example, is “stagnating,” which only serves to lessen the potential number of 
minority neutrals coming through the ADR pipeline in New York City. 
 
Compounding this problem of limited supply is the problem of demand. Neutrals are hired based on the 
consent of the parties to a dispute. Law firms that retain neutrals tend to hire neutrals with whom they 
are familiar from prior engagements. Since minority neutrals are few and far between, they are much 
less likely to have been previously retained. Consequently, the demand for their selection is much less. 
The same supply-side and demand-side problems tend to exist for women in ADR. 
 
These problems in the development and retention of minority neutrals exist even as the United States 
population grows more and more diverse. For example, more than half the growth of the total 
population of the United States between 2000 and 2010 was due to the increase in the Hispanic 
population, and that population itself grew by 43 percent. The number of Latino ADR practitioners has 
not kept anywhere near pace with this growth. 
 
 



We live in an increasingly interconnected global marketplace and United States corporations doing 
business nationally and internationally could well profit by engaging ADR practitioners who are familiar 
with these diverse cultures. 

Corporations have recognized the value of diversity in their workforces and legal departments. Would 
they add value to their litigation efforts by selecting minority ADR practitioners? All the evidence tends 
to point in that direction. 
 
--By Hon. Ariel E. Belen, JAMS 
 
Hon. Ariel E. Belen (Ret.) is a panelist with JAMS in New York, and served an associate justice of the New 
York Supreme Court trial and appellate terms since 1995. 
 
The opinions expressed are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of the firm, its 
clients, or Portfolio Media Inc., or any of its or their respective affiliates. This article is for general 
information purposes and is not intended to be and should not be taken as legal advice. 
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Gauging The Growth In Global ADR 

 

Law360, New York (December 19, 2011, 12:17 PM ET) -- Commercial mediation in Europe has been the 
subject of legislation at the national and intranational level. Each jurisdiction is different and has its own 
reasons for promoting mediation. What these jurisdictions share are cost-conscious clients and an 
increasing commercial caseload for the judiciary. Layered on top, and unevenly spread, are a range of 
influences. They include economic factors, brought on by recession and the financial crisis, and issues of 
practical expedience as court dockets continue to grow. 
 
Thus, this year, the United Nations General Assembly passed a resolution encouraging member states to 
mediate disputes wherever possible; we’ve also seen the implementation of the 2008 EU Directive on 
Mediation, which Italy used as a platform to institute mandatory mediation as a necessary precursor to 
almost all civil litigation. 
 
The Italian model is bold, but it has wide appeal to countries whose civil justice infrastructure is unable 
to cope with demand. Further east, we know that Slovenia and Poland are watching Italy’s progress with 
interest. There is additional legislation before the parliaments in both Spain and Germany at the time of 
writing. 
 
Overall, however, commercial mediation in Europe is still in its infancy. EU-wide, estimates suggest that 
less than 1 percent of civil and commercial cases are mediated. All indicators, however, suggest that this 
is changing. And there may be clues as to the likely pattern of change in studying mediation’s path to 
common acceptance in the U.S. 
 
One characteristic of the U.S. mediation community is its willingness to embrace different styles of 
mediation. In the U.S., for example, evaluative mediation has become the norm in commercial disputes; 
in Europe, a more hands-off facilitative style remains predominant. 
 
On an intellectual level, facilitative mediation appeals: Parties own the dispute and determine its fate 
with assistance from the mediator. Such mediations aim to be future-focused and dedicated to creating 
value through brainstorming options for mutual gain. Facilitative mediation retains a strong emphasis on 
psychology, negotiation theory, problem solving and consensus building. 
 
But while facilitative mediation can be shown to be highly effective across a broad range of disputes, its 
core competences are abstract, alien to current business cultures, and difficult for the market to value. 
Thus, questions arise as to its commercial viability. 
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The same cannot be said of evaluative mediation, as demonstrated in the U.S., where evaluative 
mediators play a more interventionist role: Parties look to the mediator for advice and to temper 
unrealistic expectations with wisdom, tact and discretion. Evaluative mediation is also more accepting of 
parties’ lawyers in the process; facilitative mediation encourages parties to take the lead, often sideling 
or bypassing lawyers. 
 
Marginalizing mediation’s biggest buyers in this way has not proved to be a successful strategy for 
encouraging the proliferation of mediation. By putting the legal merits further to the fore, evaluative 
mediation, by contrast, offers a more comfortable environment for lawyers. It draws on a similar skill set 
which works well in the 95 percent of cases that settle without resort to the courts or alternative 
dispute resolution. 
 
The aspirations of evaluative mediation, it must be conceded, are more modest, and arguably therefore 
more realistic. Facilitative mediation seeks to turn a dispute (a negative) into something more positive. 
The intent is unarguably laudable, but is it necessary? Fees and self-interest aside, lawyers settle cases 
because, after assessing the probable amount at stake and multiplying it by the likelihood of success or 
failure, then subtracting the costs, the client will receive more in mediation (or pay less) than if the case 
went to court. This is evaluative mediation’s appeal: a better deal. 
 
The bigger picture benefits touted by facilitative mediators may be surplus to requirement. Research 
undertaken by JAMS demonstrates in around 90 percent of cases, the parties had no ongoing business 
relationship. The exception to this trend is construction cases, where an ongoing relationship was likely. 
Effort put in to building peace and healing broken business relationships would therefore appear to be 
wasted effort, and, significantly, a false premise on which to predicate one’s entire approach to a 
dispute. 
 
Simply put, for most parties, settlement is enough. They are free of an imposing burden on their lives, 
and can refocus on their core business. And a mediator who is willing to make a proposal in order to 
conclude negotiations is often sought and welcomed. 
 
Offering this kind of process may be among the reasons that mediation is proving desirable in U.S. states 
where entering the process remains voluntary — as is the case in much of Europe. European mediators 
to date have resisted market demand for evaluative mediation, preferring instead to believe that clients 
can be educated out of a rights-based mindset. Clients so far have not proved receptive to two decades 
of this kind of education. 
 
To move mediation forward in a way that is universally recognized to be desirable, European mediators 
may have to reign in some of their more aspirational desires for mediation and offer a more pragmatic 
product. This is a message that will sit uncomfortably with mediation trainers who have been strongly 
and vocally opposed to evaluative mediation. 
 
The critical question for European mediators now is whether they listen to their clients and customers, 
or to mediation trainers. As ever, the market will determine the answers, but successful mediators will 
be those who move in anticipation of market demand and align their services accordingly. 
 
--By Lorraine M. Brennan and Matthew Rushton, JAMS International 
 
Lorraine Brennan (lbrennan@jamsinternational.com) is managing director in the London office of JAMS 
International and is responsible for the strategy, growth, and development of JAMS. Matthew 
Rushton (mrushton@jamsinternational.com) is deputy managing director in the London office and 
assists with identifying and selecting panelists, developing the JAMS client list and creating marketing 
opportunities.  
 



The opinions expressed are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of the firm, its 
clients, or Portfolio Media, publisher of Law360. This article is for general information purposes and is 
not intended to be and should not be taken as legal advice. 

All Content © 2003-2011, Portfolio Media, Inc. 
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Mark Smalls

 Most of us have read at least 
one article discussing the 
need for greater diversity in 
the legal profession. Typi-

cally the focus is on law firms needing to 
diversify their ranks, or the role that in-
side corporate attorneys can play in en-
couraging their outside counsel to pay 
attention to diversity. However, there is a 
large segment of the legal profession that 
is not typically included in a discussion 
of diversity: alternative dispute resolu-
tion. According to a report published in 
2008 by the Journal of Empirical Legal 
Studies, somewhere between 80 and 92 
percent of all disputes are settled out of 
court instead of through litigation. Cor-
porate law departments or law firms se-
lect thousands of mediators and arbitra-
tors each year to handle matters ranging 
from employment to bankruptcy to pat-
ent infringement. While there are no in-
dustry statistics that break out demo-
graphics of mediators and arbitrators, 
discussion with general counsel, ABA of-
ficials and outside counsel reveal a com-
mon theme: ADR practitioners who have 
built a successful practice are less likely 
to be women and even less likely to be 
minorities.

“Why is this important?” you might 
ask. Over the past couple of decades 
there has been a general acceptance that 
diversity yields real benefits to the legal 
process, whether working out the details 
of a business deal in an emerging mar-
ket, or ensuring that a high-stakes em-

ployment case doesn’t escalate into an 
unnecessarily expensive (or embarrass-
ing) debacle. The ability to tap into a va-
riety of perspectives based on gender, 
age, ethnicity or sexual orientation helps 
ensure strategies and solutions reflect 
the increasingly diverse world we live in. 
The realization of these benefits has 
driven an increased focus on hiring and 
retention strategies within both law firms 
and corporate legal departments.

If diversity is indeed beneficial to 
achieving optimum solutions in legal 
matters, then it stands to reason that this 
would include the large percentage of 
cases that are settled through mediation 
and arbitration. Many of the aspects and 
goals of the ADR process are the same as 
with litigation. Plaintiffs and defendants 
come to the table with a variety of back-
grounds and perspectives. Attorneys 
present their case in hopes of prevailing 
on behalf of their clients. An individual is 
charged with hearing the arguments and 
facts presented and ensuring that the 
process is conducted fairly and in accor-
dance with generally accepted proce-
dures. Given these similarities, one 
would conclude that diversity would be 

just as advantageous for the ADR process 
as it is for other areas of the law.

So why have we not seen the same 
progress in ADR that we have seen in oth-
er sectors of the legal industry? The first of 
three reasons relates to the selection 
process for neutrals, as arbitrators and 
mediators are often called in the United 
States. When parties decide to attempt to 
settle a case using ADR, one of the first 
steps is to select a neutral. More often 
than not this involves counsel (or some-
times paralegals) from one or both sides 
of the matter conducting a search. This 
search is sometimes a short one, as at-
torneys are typically most comfortable 
recommending someone they know or 
have previously worked with. When that 
is not possible, they rely on recommen-
dations from other attorneys. Outside 
counsel who are frequent users of ADR 
often indicate that they see it as “risky” 
to recommend to their client a neutral 
they have not worked with previously. 
While this rationale may make sense on 
a practical level, it can make it difficult 
for neutrals who are not known to the se-
lecting attorney or their clients to be 
chosen ... even if they possess the appro-
priate background.

The second reason we don’t see more 
diversity in ADR is a “pipeline” issue. To 
become a successful mediator or arbitra-
tor, attorneys need to 1) know that ADR is a 
viable career option, and 2) build a resume 
that makes them an attractive candidate to 
a major ADR provider or have enough ex-
perience to successfully maintain their 
own ADR practice. The most attractive re-
cruits to major ADR providers are former 
judges with substantial civil court experi-
ence or attorneys that have ascended to 
the senior (i.e., partner) level at major law 
firms. Women and minorities are under-
represented in both of these talent pools so 
it is no wonder that fewer of them go on to 
become successful neutrals. From a gen-
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The same forces that 
keep many women from 

reaching the partner 
level at law firms or 
attaining the general 

counsel title at 
corporations naturally 

reduce the pool of 
candidates that 

transition to a career as 
a mediator or arbitrator.

Mark Smalls is the vice president 
and chief marketing officer of JAMS. He 
oversees marketing and communica-
tions strategy and helps provide leader-
ship to managers tasked with practice 
development responsibilities. He can be 
reached at msmalls@jamsadr.com.
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der standpoint, the numbers of women 
mediators and arbitrators are not terrible, 
but certainly don’t mirror the percentage of 
women who enter the legal profession. The 
same forces that keep many women from 
reaching the partner level at law firms or 
attaining the general counsel title at corpo-
rations naturally reduce the pool of candi-
dates that transition to a career as a media-
tor or arbitrator.

When discussing diversity within the 
ADR profession, it is important to make 
the distinction between becoming a me-
diator and having a thriving practice. The 
barriers to starting an ADR practice are 
actually relatively low. There are hun-
dreds, if not thousands of mediators who 
are hearing smaller, local disputes 
among individuals, community or civic 
groups. It is the higher-income segment 
that has proved more difficult to crack. In 
fairness, there are certainly exceptions. 
There are a number of high-profile, very 
successful women neutrals. Some are 
former federal judges and others have 
parlayed successful law firm careers into 
thriving ADR practices. But there are far 
fewer than their male counterparts, and 
some female neutrals report that while 
they can get steady work in areas like em-
ployment, it is much more difficult to be 
selected to mediate a huge class action or 
chair a high-profile tripartite arbitration. 
Likewise, there are also successful mi-
nority mediators and arbitrators. But 
again, this is a relatively small group, in-
cluding some who have managed to le-
verage their knowledge of specialty areas, 
like construction disputes, to build their 

practices.
The final reason why we haven’t seen 

more progress is that ADR itself is some-
what of an “afterthought” in the legal mo-
saic. Despite the large number of cases 
settling before they get to the courthouse 
steps, ADR is not something the average 
general counsel or law firm practice head 
goes to bed thinking about. This is true 
even if that individual happens to also be 
the head of that firm’s diversity commit-
tee. I have read many articles and heard 
numerous panel discussions devoted to 
chronicling the diversity efforts of vari-
ous law firms and Fortune 500 legal de-
partments. However, on those occasions 
when I asked if ADR has ever come up 
during internal discussions, the response 
is typically “interesting, I never thought 
about that.” One senior attorney was can-
did enough to admit that he did think 
about gender and ethnicity when decid-
ing how to staff sensitive employment 
cases. However, he said that it hadn’t 
dawned on him that it might also be a 
relevant consideration in terms of select-
ing the ideal mediator to handle some of 
those disputes.

One thing that both women and mi-
nority neutrals and the attorneys who se-
lect them agree on is that the first consid-
eration for selection should be compe-
tence. It does no one any good to have a 
neutral hearing a case without the skills 
and experience to settle it. The good 
news is that as doors have opened wider 
both in law firms and within the judiciary 
system, there are more women and mi-
norities with the subject matter expertise, 

legal knowledge and disposition to be ef-
fective mediators or arbitrators. The trick 
is finding opportunities to showcase 
what they can do.

While more work needs to be done, 
tremendous strides have been made in 
increasing and leveraging diversity at law 
firms, in corporate legal departments, 
and in courtrooms. However, ADR re-
mains an area where progress has been 
significantly slower. The multiple constit-
uencies that stand to gain from accelerat-
ing this can play a role in making it hap-
pen. Corporate clients that encourage 
their outside counsel to focus more on 
diversity can extend this “gentle push” to 
ADR. Law firms that want to showcase 
their belief in the power of diversity can 
do so by seeking out and utilizing quali-
fied neutrals outside of their typical net-
work. ADR providers can be vigilant 
about identifying high-potential recruits 
and then having them mentored by suc-
cessful neutrals. Organizations like the 
ABA, National Bar Association, Hispanic 
Bar Association and the National Associ-
ation of Women Lawyers can provide in-
formation to prepare for a successful 
ADR career and make available lists of 
members who meet certain ADR experi-
ence criteria. Seeing real progress on di-
versity will take a group effort and won’t 
happen overnight. We are starting to see 
the fruits of the effort that many individ-
uals, law firms, corporations and organi-
zations have put forth to affect change in 
other areas of the legal profession. For 
ADR to enjoy similar success, we have to 
start somewhere.
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The need for more streamlined court 
procedures and more flexible and cost-
effective dispute resolution is a global 
concern. As ADR providers have begun 
expanding worldwide, a global shift 
towards ADR has gained momentum. 
Change at this pace generates interest-
ing challenges and worthwhile debate as 
new entrants bring fresh ideas and new 
methodologies to the market.

Europe is an interesting case in point. 
Most of the 27 EU Member States im-
plemented the European Union Direc-
tive legislation in 2011, which provided 
a harmonised approach to matters like 
confidentiality and the recognition and 
enforcement of mediation agreements. 
Nevertheless, different states, for 
different reasons, chose to implement 
the Directive differently. Italy took the 
most radical approach, with the result 
that mediation is now a mandatory 
precursor to the use of the courts for a 
wide range of civil disputes. 

The Italian model raises taxing ques-
tions for mediation globally, being born 
of a broken civil justice system rather 
than the more familiar need to save 
time and legal costs. By 2011, the civil 
courts in Italy had a backlog of 5.4 
million cases and an average process-
ing time of eight years. Mediation was 
touted as the best available solution to 
these problems. By contrast, ADR in 
the United States has risen in 
prominence precisely because it is 
complimentary to the courts: a credible 

threat of judicial determination is the 
elephant in many of mediation rooms. 

Given such different starting points, 
different mediation styles inevitably 
follow, which raises some practical chal-
lenges in managing cross-border and 
cross-continental disputes. 

Fortunately mediation can respond and 
including a mediation clause in business 
contracts is becoming a more attractive 
and popular option. Among media-
tion’s advantages are total procedural 
flexibility and the ability to evolve as 
the market requires. At a practical level 
therefore, in cross-continental matters 
mediators are encouraged to develop a 
“mid-Atlantic” style. At its most basic, 
this involves throwing away the rule 
book, and adapting an approach to 
suit either side. It means being tough 
enough on the legal merits to engage 
U.S. clients, but leaving scope for parties 
to determine the outcome themselves. 

As business becomes more “glocal” and 
jurisdictions become blurred, charting 
out ahead of time what is important to 
you or client can prevent a lot of wasted 
time and money. Additionally, media-
tion has proven effective at not only 
resolving all types of conflicts, but more 
importantly, leaving the business 
relationship intact so future business 
can still occur. Therefore, inserting a 
mediation clause, indicating both the 
name of the mediation service provider 
and the city where the procedure will 

take place, can aid in the process of an 
effective and efficient resolution.

With more than 20 official languages 
and radically different legal traditions, 
the EU can still look like a daunt-
ing place to resolve business disputes 
quickly and cost-effectively. With 
some creative thinking and appropriate 
infrastructure, most challenges can be 
overcome. Traditional barriers of lan-
guage and culture have been successfully 
managed using co-mediation; process 
and style are on-going and fascinating 
challenges, but mediation is adept at 
evolving to meet market demands. 

Cross-border and cross-continental 
mediation is still in its infancy. How 
experiments like those in Italy impact 
the theory and practice of mediation 
over the next decade make these excit-
ing times for global ADR. 

Kimberly Taylor, Esq. is the Chief Operating 
Officer at JAMS, the largest private provider of 
mediation and arbitration services worldwide.  
She oversees JAMS operations in the United 
States. Working directly with the President and 
CEO, and leading a team that spans nearly 
25 resolution centers nationwide, Taylor is 
responsible for the company’s day-to-day oper-
ating activities. She can be reached at ktaylor@
jamsadr.com.

Matthew Rushton is the Deputy Managing 
Director for JAMS International.  He assists 
with identifying and selecting panelists, devel-
oping the JAMS International client list and 
creating marketing opportunities. He can be 
reached at mrushton@jamsinternational.com.
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Rodney J. Jacob

Alternative Dispute Resolution

When mediating a dispute in Asia, or 
with Asian companies in the U.S., lawyers 
and mediators cannot expect the media-
tion process to be “business as usual.” 
Mediation is not an established practice 
in most Asian countries. Attitudes in 
regard to mediation are akin to those in 
California 30 years ago.

The adage that success in life can be 
achieved by “just showing up” does not ap-
ply to mediation of cross-border disputes. 
A well-designed process is a must.

There is a high cost to failure with cross-
border mediations. While international ar-
bitration is a reasonably familiar dispute 
resolution technique, mediation is not. The 
failure of one poorly planned mediation 
often creates a viewpoint that “mediation 
does not work” and sends the parties back 
to the courtroom for good.

PAtienCe is A ViRtue
It is important to understand that while 

U.S.-only mediations are often done in a 
day — albeit a long day — cross-border 
mediations often take more time. It may be 
a wise investment to plan for a two-day 
mediation. Though it is understood in a 
typical U.S. mediation that the decision 
makers must be present or at least that 
participants have authority to settle at the 
mediation itself, this will seldom happen 
in a cross-border mediation with Asian 
parties. In Asia, a consensus culture 
necessitates a long process back home that 
simply must occur for a case to settle.  

There is more emphasis on process and 
less on efficiency. Patience is a virtue, if the 
U.S. party is seriously interested in resolving 
the dispute. 

Choose YouR meDiAtoR CAReFullY
Often, it is simply not possible to choose 

a single mediator who alone has the cre-

dentials, skill set and patience to settle a 
cross-border dispute. A prestigious former 
federal or state court judge may be impor-
tant to provide the necessary gravitas to 
reassure the Asian company participants. 
On the other hand, a former-attorney me-
diator with the patience to manage the pre-
mediation, mediation and follow-up pro-
cess may be the key to settling cross-border 
disputes. The litigators should check and 
double-check the credentials and refer-
ences of any proposed panelist. It is a com-
mon practice to call and interview the po-
tential mediator about his or her actual 
experience mediating similar cross-border 
disputes. 

While many mediators want to mediate 
cross-border disputes because they are 
complicated and challenging, few have 
done so successfully. Although it is expen-
sive to use co-mediators, it may be a wise 
investment which will save your client the 
time, expense and distraction of further 
protracted litigation. 

The mediator or mediators need to 
have some basic understanding and em-
pathy with individuals and companies 
caught up in a foreign legal system. They 
may also need skills necessary to “co-
mediate” with a foreign national with 
very different training. However, empa-
thy and patience are not enough; some-
times it is important that one of media-
tors be a more traditional, U.S.-style, 
evaluative mediator, able to explain 
American litigation process and risks.  

Kathleen V. Fisher (San Francisco) and 

Rodney J. Jacob (Guam) are litigation 

partners at Calvo Fisher & Jacob who have 

participated in the successful mediation of 

cross-border disputes involving companies 

and individuals from China, Japan, Korea, 

Singapore, the Philippines and India. Cath-

erine A. Yanni is a full-time mediator with 

JAMS. Her practice includes mediation, ar-

bitration and special master and discovery 

referee work. She has handled many cross-

border disputes involving multinational 

companies as well as individuals in the U.S., 

Guam and Japan.
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aRbitRatiOn anD mEDitatiOn

Cross-border mediation
When negotiating with a party in Asia,  

patience and knowledge of local customs are key to a successful resolution



PRe-meDiAtion: Designing the 
PRoCess

Pre-mediation work in advance of the 
mediation session is essential. Once the 
mediator is selected, intense preparation 
by the attorneys and principals is crucial. 
Planning a mediation with Asian 
participants is often more akin to planning 
a diplomatic meeting, with a great deal of 
effort spent on “size of the table” and “rules 
of engagement” issues.

Conference calls led by the mediator 
should be set up with all parties to 
obtain buy-in as to the mediation 
process. Consider an in-person meeting. 
The agenda should include who will 
attend the mediation, the briefing 
schedule, a description of the actual 
negotiation process of caucusing back 
and forth, and how offers and demands 
will be handled. Briefs should be 
exchanged early so that each party can 
carefully consider the other’s positions. 
A “mediative tone,” rather than bravado, 
should be employed in brief preparation. 
Mediators will often request confidential 
briefing in an effort to define for the 
mediator the obstacles for each party, 
and what obstacles each side perceives 
the other to have.  

Most U.S. litigators take for granted that 
mediation is strictly confidential and that 
written or oral statements cannot be used 
in pending litigation. That is not the norm 
in Asian countries where a court may 
expect to be kept informed regarding 
negotiation developments.

Agreements about litigation stays, or re-
straint in initiating additional litigation to 
permit the mediation process to work often 
involve extensive negotiation before the 
mediation is convened. 

The “usual understandings” embodied 
in California law and practice cannot be 
taken for granted. Extensive involvement 
of the mediator and parties in resolving 
pre-mediation issues can create trust 
needed for later agreement on substan-
tive matters. 

ACCount FoR DiFFeRing legAl 
tRADitions

Most Asian jurisdictions have no jury 
system, and have limited or no discovery. 
There is great fear of U.S.-style discovery. 
Where a case is venued will influence usu-
al incentives toward settlement, such as 
litigation risk analysis, litigation expense 
and the likelihood of potential publicity 
motivating a party’s decision making. The 
question of “apologies,” difficult for most 
U.S. companies to consider in light of im-
plications regarding future litigation, are 
often critical to an Asian party.

meDiAtion AnD the negotiAtion 
PRoCess

Opening statements and joint sessions 
are critical. Extensive time needs to be de-
voted to presentations by lawyers, and po-
tentially by witnesses and experts, on each 
side to define the parties’ competing posi-
tions, before settlement proposals are like-
ly to be given serious consideration. 

U.S.-style, direct adversarial contact is 
often unfamiliar to Asian participants. It is 
important for attorneys to evaluate their 
clients’ tolerance for conflict in the context 
of the mediation process, and to prepare 
the clients for the frank, and often critical, 
discussion of issues during the mediation. 
Clients should understand the role of the 
mediator in articulating and testing the 
parties’ respective positions. As in a well-
planned U.S. mediation, a total negotiating 
strategy is required for success.  

For U.S. participants, both lawyers and 
clients, the number of participants on the 
other side, the slowness of the process, and 
cultural issues regarding consensus deci-
sion making, may lead impatient Ameri-
cans to conclude they are “wasting their 
time.” It is important for the mediator to 
discuss and defuse this issue in advance.

The usual pace of an American media-
tion would be deemed rude by Asian par-
ticipants. American participants should be 
prepared to temper their expectations to 
permit their opponents sufficient time for 

group consideration of proposals, and nec-
essary consensus building to occur.

For all participants, it is also important 
to understand and manage issues regard-
ing authority to settle. It would be very un-
usual for Asian participants, including U.S. 
subsidiaries of Korean, Japanese or Chi-
nese companies, to have authority to con-
clude a final agreement on the day of the 
mediation. The consensus decision mak-
ing process virtually always will require ap-
provals from home country executives or 
even government regulators, which cannot 
be immediately obtained. 

Post-meDiAtion Follow-uP: getting 
to the Finish line

Even more than in a U.S.-based media-
tion, reaching a final agreement in a cross-
border mediation will require extensive 
follow-up. American lawyers and clients 
should anticipate getting a signed final deal 
may take as much, if not more, effort than 
the mediation. Assuming a deal was not 
reached during the mediation session, fur-
ther negotiating across many time zones 
will prove challenging.

The continued participation of the me-
diator or mediators will be critical for 
reaching a successful conclusion.  

Patience is involved in all aspects of a 
cross-border mediation, from the pre-me-
diation process, through the follow-up re-
quired to reach a final and binding settle-
ment. It is essential that you educate your 
clients in the complexity and pace normal 
in cross-border mediations to maximize 
the chances for a successful outcome.
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